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Web Engineering: Principles and TechniquesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Since the advent of the Web, every aspect of our lives and organizational activities has changed dramatically. Organizations’ expectations and dependencies on the use of Web technologies have increased rapidly over the years. Most organizations have conceived these Web technologies as a critical instrument for enhancing their performance;...
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Satellite Communication EngineeringCRC Press, 2002
Because of the immense importance of signal processing and the fastgrowing demands of business and industry, this series on signal processing serves to report up-to-date developments and advances in the field. The topics of interest include but are not limited to the following.

	Signal theory and analysis

...
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Microsoft  Visual Web Developer(TM) 2005 Express Edition: Build a Web Site Now!Microsoft Press, 2005
With this lively, eye-opening, and hands-on book, all you need is a computer and the desire to learn how to create Web pages now using Visual Web Developer Express Edition! Featuring a full working edition of the software, this fun and highly visual guide walks you through a complete Web page project from set-up to launch. Youll get an introduction...
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Software Reflected: The Socially Responsible Programming of Our ComputersElsevier Limited, 1982
In 2480 B.C. a development occurred which was to have a tremendous impact on Mocsian society. A small group of civil engineerine teachers at the most advanced institution worked out a new techniLlue for designing a building. Key elements of this technique were several new structural geometries and the application of a newly developed mathematical...
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Human Accomplishment: The Pursuit of Excellence in the Arts and Sciences, 800 B.C. to 1950Harper Perennial, 2004
A sweeping cultural survey reminiscent of Barzun's From Dawn to Decadence.
"At irregular times and in scattered settings, human beings have achieved great things. Human Accomplishment is about those great things, falling in the domains known as the arts and sciences, and the people who did them.' 

So begins...
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The Fifth Postulate: How Unraveling A Two Thousand Year Old Mystery Unraveled the UniverseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
What do Einstein's theory of relativity, string theory, and lots of other mind-bending—and space-bending—revelations of modern physics have in common? None of them could have been discovered until scientists and mathematicians recognized an uncomfortable truth—that there was a reason the world's greatest mathematical minds had...
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Secrets of Recording: Professional Tips, Tools & Techniques (The Mastering Music Series)Focal Press, 2009
Packed with studio tips and professional tricks and more than 200 illustrations, Secrets of Recording by Lorne Bregitzer makes it easier than ever to create pro-quality music at home. This book is the only reference you will ever need to start producing and engineering your music, or other artists' music, in your own home studio. Covering less than...
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Prime Numbers: The Most Mysterious Figures in MathJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A fascinating journey into the mind-bending world of prime numbers



Cicadas of the genus Magicicada appear once every 7, 13, or 17 years. Is it just a coincidence that these are all prime numbers? How do twin primes differ from cousin primes, and what on earth (or in the mind of a mathematician) could be sexy about prime numbers?...
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Geometric Computing: for Wavelet Transforms, Robot Vision, Learning, Control and ActionSpringer, 2010

	Geometric algebra (GA) is a powerful new mathematical system for computational geometry. Although its origins can be traced back to Hermann Grassmann (1844), its development as a language for space–time geometry with applications to all of physics did not begin until 1966. Suddenly, in the year 2000 it was recognized that a specialized...
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Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist, Second Edition: Effective Modeling in RDFS and OWLMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Since the first edition of Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist came out in June 2008, we have been
	encouraged by the reception the book has received. Practitioners from a wide variety of industries—
	health care, energy, environmental science, life sciences, national intelligence, and publishing, to name
	a few—have told...
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Information Security Applications: 11th International Workshop, WISA 2010, Jeju Island, Korea, August 24-26, 2010Springer, 2011

	The 11th International Workshop on Information Security Applications (WISA
	2010)was held on Jeju Island, Korea, during August 24–26, 2010. The workshop
	was hosted by the Korea Institute of Information Security and Cryptology
	(KIISC), supported by the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute
	(ETRI) and the Korea...
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The Gale Encyclopedia Of Cancer: A Guide To Cancer And Its Treatments (Gale Encyclopedia of Cancer) 2 Volume SetGale, 2005

	Unfortunately, man must suffer disease. Some diseases

	are totally reversible and can be effectively treated.

	Moreover, some diseases with proper treatment have

	been virtually annihilated, such as polio, rheumatic

	fever, smallpox, and, to some extent, tuberculosis. Other

	diseases seem to target one organ, such as the heart,...
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